Rapid preparation of native alpha and beta chains of human hemoglobin.
1. Current procedures for the isolation of native chains of hemoglobin employ two ion exchange columns for each chain and result in readily autoxidizable chains with measurable contamination by Hb and Hg. 2. In the new procedure, altered buffer conditions on the first column reduce Hb contamination from 2 to 5% to less than 1%, the limit of detectability. 3. The second column and lengthy washes with beta mercaptoethanol are replaced by incubation with DTT for 1 min for alpha chains and, for beta chains, three incubations with DTT and separations by gel-filtration. The residual Hg is less than 0.1%. 4. Oxidations in the previous procedure resulted in low yields and unreliable spectroscopic assessments of bound Hg. The new procedure resulted in a simple UV assay for Hg-free chains. 5. Hemoglobin reconstituted from these oxy-chains was identical to native Hb in oxygen binding equilibria and in the kinetics of CO binding following laser photolysis.